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 Visual intelligence saves 
lives…

CONTRABAND
SEARCH

SEARCH POLE
CAMERAS

TACTICAL & INFRARED 
VISUAL INSPECTION

UNDER VEHICLE & 
SECURITY MIRRORS

CONTRABAND 
SEARCH 
EQUIPMENT

Our company is specialized in the manufacturing and supply 
of high quality video endoscopes, remote visual inspection and 
search tools for many different sectors.

Quality, 
Service

& 
Expertise 
since 1971

We have developed a comprehensive  
line of compact, handheld 

systems for day and night vision  
dedicated to help security 

forces inspecting buildings,                                                  
ships, aircrafts or vehicles  

for hidden objects, 
firearms, explosive 
devices, drugs, 
contraband, illegal 
passengers in total 
safety and full 
discretion with no  
risk of 
physical contact.

Our videoscope 
inspection kits and 

pole inspection cameras 
are dedicated to law 

enforcement, police, 
custom & border patrols , 

special ops, SWAT teams, 
army or intelligence agencies. 

See without being seen...
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Perfect camera 
positioning

Wired 
connection

Expandable pole 
1.2 to 4.0 meters

The P1-EXT-Wd is a flex and stay video camera mounted on a 
rigid pole expandable from 1.2 to 4 meters. 
The camera offers a resolution of 400.000 pixels for a diameter 
of 28mm. 
The semi rigid sheathing allows to precisely position the camera 
head in any direction for a perfect inspection. 

An optional Low light IR camera is available for the inspection 
of dark areas.

14 LED camera
White or IR light

3.5” screen lightweight 
Rugged videoscope

Digital Zoom 2x to 8x to 

check details of inspected 

areas

Easy selection of video 

and still images files with 

thumbnail preview

Mirror image function 

that allows 180° switch 

for clear analysis

3.5”

Easy access to interface: 

USB Port, power, SD Card 

Slot

HIGH QUALITY IMAGE RECORDING

Record still images (JPEG up to 32 000) 

or videos (AVI up to 500 hours) in high 

resolution on the 32 GB SD card provided. 

Transfer them easily to a computer for 

further analysis...

 Waterproof case
 Lightweight & versatile
 Photo & video recording

Features & 
benefits IR camera in option

 Videoscope compatible 
with P1 articulating 
probes

WIRED EXTENSION POLE CAMERA P1-EXT-WD
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SECURITY FORCES

INDUSTRY

Check upper floors of building 
day and night. Detection 
of persons. Secure rooms, 
buildings without risk of 
physical contact. Conduct 
under vehicle search for 
hidden merchandise. 

Check ceilings, platforms, 
infrastructures, pipes. 
Detection of cracks, foreign 
objects, rust. Maintenance 
checks of ducts, pipes, HVAC.

Some Applications...

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA

Screen resolution 720 x 640 px

Screen size 3,5’’ (90mm)

Camera resolution 400.000 px

Camera diameter 28 mm

Extension 1.2 - 4.0 meters

Interface Digital zoom 8X, grid, mirror image

Connections Mini USB - Video out - Port SD

Battery Li-Ion (3,7V) rechargeable
5 hours runtime

Photo & video recording Micro SD card 32GB

Illumination White LED or IR (14 LEDs)

Working temperatures -20°C to +60°C

Weight P1-EXT-Wd 1.48 kg with camera

Dimensions Case 150 x 45 x 20 cm

Gross weight with case 14 kgs

Warranty 1 year ( Factory defects only)

What we deliver
1 Videoscope RUGGED, 1 extension pole, 1 camera white LEDs, 1  USB 
cable, 1 Power supply 220Va EU, 1 cleaning kit BIPOL, 1 micro SD card 
32GB, 1 instruction manual, 1 waterproof carrying case.

TRANSPORTATION
Quality inspection of trucks and 
trailers. Detection of merchandise 
and illegal immigrants. Night 
vision and low light inspection 
of undercarriages and wagons, 
technical compartments. 

Technical data...

POWER GENERATION

Inspection of windmill blades, heat 
exchangers, welds, tanks, pipes, 
pipelines for cracks, foreign objects, 
rust or wear. Lower your downtimes. 
Optional IR camera for low light 
conditions...

To order
Part No Description

P1-EXT-Wd Wired BIPOL telescopic pole camera kit

P1-EXT-CIR 28mm infrared camera for P1-EXT-P
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Perfect camera 
positioning

Expandable pole 
1.2 to 4.0 meters

The P1-EXT-Wi is a flex and stay video camera 
mounted on a rigid pole expandable from 1.2 to 4 
meters. 

The camera offers a resolution of 400.000 pixels for 
a diameter of 28mm. 
The semi rigid sheathing allows to precisely position the 
camera head in any direction for a perfect inspection. 
The wifi connection allows easy inspection with the 
lightweight pole.

An optional Low light IR camera is available for the 
inspection of dark areas.

14 LED camera
White or IR light

WIRELESS EXTENSION POLE CAMERA P1-EXT-Wi

Text annotation with 

virtual keyboard for easy 

file management.

Wireless wifi handle for 

open space inspection up 

to 30 meters.

Work comfortably outside 

under the sunlight with 

the optional sunshield.

HIGH QUALITY IMAGE RECORDING

Record still images (JPEG up to 32 000) 

or videos (AVI up to 500 hours) in high 

resolution on the 32 GB SD card provided. 

Transfer them easily to a computer for 

further analysis...

7.0”

 Water & Dust proof
 Left & righthanded use
 Rubber protection  4x Digital zoom

 Share live images on 
multiple P1s if required

Features & 
benefits

12V car charger & 

Universal charging kit for 

worldwide use.

Wireless wifi or 
wired connection

7.0” screen
 robust  

videoscope
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What we deliver
1 Videoscope P1, 1 wifi handle, 1 extension pole, 1 camera white LEDs, 1  
USB cable, 1 Power supply 220Va EU, 1 cleaning kit BIPOL, 1 micro SD card 
32GB, 1 instruction manual, 1 waterproof carrying case.

TRANSPORTATION
Quality inspection of trucks and 
trailers. Detection of merchandise 
and illegal immigrants. Night 
vision and low light inspection 
of undercarriages and wagons, 
technical compartments.

Technical data...

POWER GENERATION

Inspection of windmill blades, 
heat exchangers, welds, tanks, 
pipes, pipelines for cracks, foreign 
objects, rust or wear. Lower your 
downtimes. Optional IR camera for 
low light conditions...

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 
Screen Resolution 800x480 px

Screen Size 7.0’’ (178mm)

Construction IP67 rated, water, dust & drop proof 2 meters

Wireless function 2.4 GhZ

Camera diameter 28 mm

Extension 1.2 - 4.0 meters

Interface 4X digital zoom, image rotation 360°, text 
annotation

Battery runtime up to 5 hours*
* Depends on light intensity

Connections Video out, mini USB, SD slot

Image & Video recording Micro SD card 32 GB

Still Images JPEG (30 000 max)

Videos ASF format (500 hours) - 30 fps

Dimensions P1 230x160x60 mm

Weight P1 1.3 kg (2.2 Lbs)

Dimensions & Weight
(carrying case) P1-A 600x460x220 mm - 7.0 kg

Warranty Limited 2 years

SECURITY FORCES

INDUSTRY

Check upper floors of building 
day and night. Detection 
of persons. Secure rooms, 
buildings without risk of 
physical contact. Conduct 
under vehicle search for 
hidden merchandise

Check ceilings, platforms, 
infrastructures, pipes. 
Detection of cracks, foreign 
objects, rust. Maintenance 
checks of ducts, pipes, HVAC.

Some Applications...

To order
Part No Description

P1-EXT-Wi Wireless BIPOL telescopic pole camera kit

P1-EXT-CIR 28mm infrared camera for P1-EXT-P
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TACTICAL POLE CAMERA IR-PRO (M)
The Camtel IR-PRO Pole Camera provides a quick and safe 
way for inspection and surveying.

A lightweight battery operated telescopic camera system, 
allowing you to look in hard-to-reach areas above and 
below underground, such as gutters, sewers, attics and 
suspended ceilings. It can also be used with the optional 
wheel that allows under vehicle inspections. 

The camera has built in IR LED’s to allow working in 
complete darkness, as well as an extendable reach from 
1.6 metres to over 4 meters (with reach up to 5 meters). 
The camera comes with a 5” LCD monitor with sunshield. 
An integrated rechargeable battery allows up to 3 hours of 

continous working.

The Tactical 
version  (M) allows 
inspection in the 
dark up to 10 
meters...

What we deliver
1 Camtel IR PRO, 1 monitor with recording, 1 power supply 110/220 
Va, 1 spare battery, 1 carrying case for monitor, 1 instruction 
manual.

Video recording

Up to 4 meter extensionUp to 10 meter inspection

High resolution IR cameraProduct 
advantages:

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 

CCD Sensor Infrared Sony super HAD CCD 1/3’’ color

Lighting 14x 850nm IR infrared LED’s

Resolution 420 LTV

Sensitivity 0.01 lux

Inspection distance up to 10 meters

IP Rate IP 67

Lens 3.6mm, Field 43°

Iris Electronic with light compensator

Screen size 5.0” LCD Color

Recording Video AVI on Micro SD Card

Battery Rechargeable (3 hours charge time). 
3 hours runtime

Extension 1.6 to 4 meters

Weight 4 kgs

Case dimensions 50x40x30 cm

Working temperatures -10°C to 50°C

Warranty 1 year

To order
Part No Description

Camtel-IRP Camtel IR PRO screen 5.0’’

Camtel-IRPM Tactical Camtel IR PRO screen 5.0’’

665 001 317 Roller kit for under vehicle inspection
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TACTICAL INFRARED VIDEOSCOPE VH2

The VH2 IR Infrared Video Borescope uses invisible 940nm 
infrared light for covert surveillance – so you can see them, 
but they can’t see you! 

The ultra-sensitive camera gives a clear view up to 14 feet  
(4m) away! The VH2 IR Video Borescope also have a white 
light for inspection for contraband. 

Our Infrared Video Borescopes are lightweight, portable, 
finely constructed, and deliver 
clear, high-resolution photos 
and videos! 

The 5” LCD monitor allows clear 
viewing, and the intuitive, easy-
to-use control provide photo 
and video capture at the touch 
of a button! 

VH2 IR’s are available in 8.4 mm 
diameter and 1.5 or 3 meter 
lengths.
An optional under door IR torch 
allows powerful IR illumination 
for dark rooms. 

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 

Diameter 8.3 mm

Working length 1.5 & 3.0 m

Articulation 4 x 150°

CCD Sensor CMOS - 400.000 Px

Sensitivity 0.03 Lux

Direction of vision 0° 

Field of view 70°

Depth of field 70 mm to infinity

Bending radius 40 mm

Sheathing Tungsten braid 4 layers

Screen 5.0’’ TFT olor

IR Illumination 940nm portable light source

Recording SD Card 8 GB

Type of recording Images format JPEG (640x480 pixels)
Videos format ASF (640x480 pixels)

Interface Video out - USB 1.1

Working temperatures -10°C to + 80°C

Protection rate IP 67

Power Rechargeable Li-ion battery (runtime 2.5 hours)

Weight 1.2 kgs (version 1.5m)

Warranty 1 year

What we deliver
1 videoscope VH2-IR, 1 EU charger 110/220 Va, 1 cigarette ligther 
charger, 1 SD card 32GB, 1 SD card reader, 1 Cleaning kit, 1 IR 
light source & 1 white light light source, 1 USB cable, 1 instruction 
manual & 1 rugged carrying case.

High resolution

4-way articulationWhite & IR lightsources

Robust 4 layer tungsten braidProduct 
advantages:

See in the dark

To order
Part No Description

VH2-IR15 Video Borescope VH2-IR Ø 8,4mm x 1,5m 

VH2-IR30 Video Borescope VH2-IR Ø 8,4mm x 3,0m 

605 000 600 Under Door IR torch (4mm)
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TACTICAL INFRARED VIDEOSCOPE RUGGED 

Our articulating videoscope Rugged-IR is a lightweight 

portable camera with articulation built to meet the needs 

of modern remote visual inspection.

Its robust, but still light and portable construction (rubber 

backing and stainless steel braid) allows operator to work 

in hard-to-reach and confined areas.

The system offers a 2-way 180° articulation in both 

directions for an easy and full inspection of the targeted 

area.

Images and videos can easily be recorded with our 1 hand 

control panel located on the main video unit.

The IR CMOS video sensor is mounted on the tip of the 

probe and offers a clear and bright image with its 420.000 

pixels resolution. It allows both 

day and night inspections to 

look for hidden merchandise, 

persons in cars, trucks, rooms...

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 

Probe diameter 9.0 mm

Working length 1-2 & 3 meters

Articulation 2WAY 180° with locking lever

Illumination 4 IR LEDs 940 nm

Sensor CMOS 420.000 px

Interface Zoom digital 8X, image rotation, grid

Direction of vision 0°

Field of view 67°

Focussing range 8cm to infinity

Sheathing Stainless steel braid

Bendind radius 90 mm

Recording Still images and videos AVI
on Micro SD Card 32 GG

Battery Li-Ion (3.7V) rechargeable 
5 hours runtime

Protection Rate IP67 (water jet fuel, oils)*

Weight 350 g (videoscope)

Case dimensions 60x40x15 cm

Working temperatures -10°C to 50°C

Warranty 1 year

Info: Our probes do not allow inspection of tanks or reservoir with risk of 
explosion.

What we deliver
1 Rugged BIPOL videoscope, 1 articulating probe, 1 EU charger 110/220 
Va, 1 cigarette lighter Charger, 1 curled extension cable, 1 Micro SD 
card 32GB, 1 SD card reader, 1 cleaning kit, 1 USB cable, 1 instruction 
manual & 1 BIPOL carrying case.

High resolution

2-way articulationIR LEDS

Robust Stainless steel braidProduct 
advantages:

To order
Part No Description

665 001 583 Kit Rugged HDX-IR Ø 9mm x 1m -2x180° - 0°

665 001 584 Kit Rugged HDX-IR Ø 9mm x 2m -2x180° - 0°

665 001 588 Kit Rugged HDX-IR Ø 9mm x 3m -2x150° - 0°

605 000 600 Under Door IR torch (4mm)

To see at longer range, we 
offer a powerful IR under 

door torch
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GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 

Thickness (plate) 6 mm

Width 60 mm

Direction of vision SP.1 - 0° (15°) - SP.2 - (0° & 90°)

Field of view 70° (or 90° for SP.2)

Sensitivity 0.005 Lux

Focussing range 250mm to infinity

Resolution 400 LTV

Videos AVI. 30 fpm

Capteur CCD 1/4” Super HAD CCD

Data recording SD card 8 GB

Power Lithium Ion (autonomie 4 heures)

Telescopic pole Carbon fiber 2m (option)

Screen size 5.6” LCD

Working temperatures -10°C (14F°) to 50°C (122F°)

UNDER DOOR TACTICAL CAMERA SP.1&2
Day & night vision inspection of rooms

Under Door Camera. Before opening the door…visual 
intelligence will help reduce situational risk in tactical, covert, 
and special operations.

Camera SP.1
The SP.1 camera is a Black and White CCD camera built into 
a 6mm thick insertion plate for under door use. The camera 
control electronics are built into the plate, and the image 
is viewed on a 5.6” monitor. The viewing direction is 15° 
forward, with a field of view of 70°. 90° Up viewing versions 
are available for viewing the back of a door, and even dual 
camera. One forward, one up. The SP.1 is available with 
or without built in infrared illumination. The 5.6” monitor 
supplies 12V to the camera plate via a single power/video 
cable. The system produces a full size video image on screen, 
and recording may be made onto the built in SD card DVR.

Camera SP.2
The ultimate in under door viewing. The SP.2 is a dual Black 
and White CCD camera built into a 6mm thick insertion 
plate. Camera 1: 0°(15°) Forward viewing with 70° field of 
view. Camera 2: 90° ‘UP’ viewing, for checking the back of 
a door for obstructions and possible explosive devices.The 
cameras are alternated on the 5.6” monitor screen by means 
of a remote handheld switch. Built into the SP.2 are covert 
940nm wavelength (invisible) infrared LEDs, in both viewing 
directions.

5.6” Monitor

Extension pole in optionIR lightsource

Remote inspection of roomsProduct 
advantages:

What we deliver
1 camera SP.1 or SP.2 . 1 waterproof carrying case. 1 SD card 
8GB. 1 monitor 5.6’’. 1 power supply. 1 instruction manual.

To order
Part No Description

665 002 050 Under door camera SP.1 Set

665 002 055 Under door camera SP.2 Set

665 002 060 Extension pole 2m for SP.1&2 camera

605 000 600 Under Door IR torch (4mm)
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Text annotation with 

virtual keyboard for easy 

file management.

Wifi handle for wireless 

use of probes up to 30 

meters in open range.

Work comfortably outside 

under the sunlight with 

the removable sunshield.

The BP-1 Kit is ideal for:

12V car charger & 

Universal charging kit for 

worldwide use.

The BIPOL P1 contraband search 

kit has been developed to answer 

the needs of today’s security 

forces in inspecting cars, trucks 

or cargos for hidden goods, 

weapons, drugs or persons. 

The set includes 3 video probes 

and different tools that will help 

the agents in their intervention 

and reduce inspection time while 

increasing seizure. 

CONTRABAND SEARCH 
KIT - BP1
Versatile video inspection 
kit for security forces

The core piece of our system is our BIPOL Videoscope P1. It is  a 
high resolution lightweight and rugged portable video endoscope.
Delivered in a waterproof case with all the elements of the kit, 
it can be deployed in seconds to conduct an inspection.

Supplied probes can be easily swapped to proceed to different 
types of inspections.

Our kit can be adapted to any requirements due to the large 
amount of probes available. We suggest our K9 contraband 
detection kit and our Non conductive SD fiberscope.

7.0”

 Customs & border patrols

 United nations

 SWAT teams

 Tactical inspection

 Narcotics Units 

 Police & Gendarmerie
 NATO

 Military forces

 Fire, Search & Rescue
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How to order...

RIGID GUIDE
Our rigid guide is made of 3 sections 

of 50 cm and 1 section of 25 cm. 

They can be screwed together 

depending on the needs and offer 

optimal protection of the inspection 

probes. 

PERSONAL TOOL KIT
Our tool kit gives narcotics 
interdiction officers everything 
they need to inspect probe, open 
packages and other suspicious cargo 
without having to search for the 
right tool. Includes 2 sampling rigid 
probes, utility tools, flashlight and 
belt mounted nylon case.

POCKET MIRROR

Our IM-MPC mirror is a small 
foldable inspection mirror with 
LED illumination that can be used 
to inspect hard-to-reach and dark 
areas such as cars, false ceilings, 
walls, dashboards, boots. It expands 
from 10 to 45 cm. 

RIGID VIDEO PROBE
Our rigid video probe 3.9mm x 302mm 

represents a perfect tool to inspect walls 

and cavities, dashboards or ventilation 

systems. The 90° removable mirror 

tube can be used for side inspection. 

LED illumination

LASER 
RANGERFINDER
Agents need a way to quickly 

determine if a vehicle has 

been modified. The Leica Laser 

Rangefinder can help them locate 

smuggling in false walls and hidden 

compartments. 

ARTICULATING PROBE
Our Articulating probe 6.0mm x 1m 

4-way articulation with long focussing 

range is the perfect tool to inspect 

car doors and trucks for hidden 

merchandise. It allows a 360° inspection 

of the target area. LED illumination

FLEXIBLE VIDEO 
PROBE
The flexible probe 5.5mm x 2 m can be 

used to inspect hard-to-reach areas in 

containers, cargos (using the rigid guide) 

to quickly determine the presence of 

merchandise. LED illumination

WINDOW WEDGE
Our rigid Window wedge is a guide that 

can be used to quickly inspect car and 

truck doors with our articulating video 

probe. It can also be inserted under 

a door to protect the insertion of the 

video probe.

HEAVY DUTY 
PROBES
The Heavy Duty Inspection Probe 
Kit is designed for the inspection of 
large pieces of cargo. Each probe tip 
has holes and serrated edges used 
to collect samples of the cargo. This 
allows the user to inspect the cargo 
without having to empty all of its 
contents, which saves lots of time. 

What we deliver (P1-A set)
1 P1 videoscope - EU power supply - 12V charger - 
cleaning kit - USB cable - video out cable - 1m curled 
extension cable - SD card 32GB - SD card reader - user 
manual - neck harness - P1 carrying case.

To order
Part No Description

BIPOL-BP1 Contraband search kit BP1

RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS
K9 Contraband detection kit K9 with calibrating block

611 000 420 SD BIPOL Fiberscope kit Ø 6,0mm x 2.0m DV 0° field 50°
For inspection of gas tanks with no risk of explosion
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P1 Videoscope 
& video probes 
technical data...

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 
Screen Resolution 800x480 px

Screen Size 7.0’’ (178mm)

Construction IP67 rated, water, dust & drop proof 2 
meters

Wireless function 2.4 GhZ - 30 meters

Interface 4X digital zoom, image rotation 360°, text 
annotation

Battery runtime up to 5 hours*
* Depends on light intensity

Connections Video out, mini USB, SD slot

Image & Video recording Micro SD card 32 GB

Still Images JPEG (30 000 max)

Videos ASF format (500 hours) - 30 fps

Dimensions P1 230x160x60 mm

Weight P1 1.3 kg (2.2 Lbs)
Dimensions & Weight
(carrying case) P1-A 600x460x220 mm - 7.0 kg

Warranty Limited 2 years

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 

Outer Diameter 6.0 mm

Working length 1 m

Tip length 35 mm

Articulation 4WAY - 4 x 150°

Camera resolution 380.000 px

Field of view 67°

Focussing range 60 mm to infinity

Number of LEDs 4 (white)

Housing PU flexible

Bending radius 50 mm

Protection Rate IP67 - Water - Oils -Jet fuel

Operating temperature -20°C to +70°C

Storage temperature -20°C to +70°C

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 

Outer Diameter 5.5 mm

Working length 2 m

Camera resolution 400.000 px

Field of view 67°

Focussing range 20-70 mm

Number of LEDs 4 (white)

Housing PU flexible

Bending radius 50 mm

Protection Rate IP67 - Water - Oils -Jet fuel

Operating temperature -20°C to +70°C

Storage temperature -20°C to +70°C

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 

Outer Diameter 3.9 mm

Working length 302 mm

Camera resolution 300.000 px

Field of view 67°

Focussing range 20-70 mm

Number of LEDs 4 (white)

Housing Stainless steel rigid tube

Protection Rate IP67 - Water - Oils -Jet fuel

Operating temperature -20°C to +70°C

Storage temperature -20°C to +70°C

Articulating probe 

Flexible probe 

Rigid probe 

P1 videoscope

CONTRABAND SEARCH 
KIT - BP1
Versatile video inspection 
kit for security forces
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The compact, handheld SD Fiberscope transforms law 
enforcement search techniques, maximizing your contraband 
seizure rate with the least intrusive method. Our patented, 
integrated LED light source eliminates cumbersome external 
light sources while providing exceptional visibility and flexibility. 

The SD LED Fiberscope puts the most challenging 
seizures within your reach, in seconds. It lets you see 
clearly inside just about any concealed space–gas tanks, 
dashboards, heating ducts, walls, or behind closed 
doors to probe suspect areas quickly, easily and safely. 

Constructed in the USA of precision-machined aluminum, 
the SD LED Fibercope is built for rugged duty and the 
rigors of remote searching. Rechargeable batteries 
provide power for an entire shift. The SD can also be 
powered by a standard AC wall outlet or automobile 
lighter port with provided accessories. Digital image 
and video capturing capabilities are also available.

To order 
Part No Description

611 000 415 SD Fiberscope Kit BIPOL Ø 6,0mm x 1,5m DoV 0°

611 000 420 SD Fiberscope Kit BIPOL Ø 6,0mm x 2,0m DoV 0°

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 

Probe diameter 6.0 mm

Working length 1.5 - 2.0 m

Articulation 2 WAY 120°

Outer shaft covering Tungsten

Direction of vision 0°

Battery Li Ion rechargeable

Depth of field 6 - 100mm

Field of view 50°

Ocular Standard ISO 32 mm

Illumination Internal LED 5400 K adjustable

Working temperatures -10°C (14F°) to 50°C (122F°)

Warranty 1 year

What we deliver 
(2) rechargeable li-ion batteries, charger, cradle with AC power supply, 
eye cup, ESD cord, DC power cord, flexible protective guide tube, gas 
tank opener and window wedge. Packed in rugged plastic carrying 
case.

CONTRABAND SEARCH FIBERSCOPE - SD 
Safe Inspection of gaz tanks and reservoirs.

Product advantages: 

Safe inspection of gaz tanks and IEDs

Robust tungsten shaft construction

Supplied with all accessories

Integrated LED light source
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The handheld SD Videoscope transforms your 
field inspections with the patented, integrated 
LED light source and compact handle design, 
providing exceptional visibility and flexibility. 

The SD Videoscope’s sleeks design allows 
you to conduct a variety of inspections 
quickly and safely. Priced with your budget 
needs in mind, the SD Videoscope puts 
the most challenging inspections within 
your reach, in seconds.

Easy access to 
USB connection & 
SD memory card

Multilayer 
tungsten braid

11 mm distal tip 
Powerful LED 
Illumination

4-WAY joysticked 
controlled articulation

3.7 inch screen
Full screen display
Touch screen

CONTRABAND SEARCH VIDEOSCOPE - SD 
Safe Inspection of gaz tanks and reservoirs.

UL Approved for Class I, 
Div II hazardous location 
inspections

Battery compartment
Rechargeable Li-ion
2+ hours operating time

1 hand easy video 
and picture recording

Product advantages :  

4-way articulation

Non explosive inspections

Strong LED illumination

Touch screen with easy access 
to all functions
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Side vision with the
  90° prism

Inspection of car doors with 
the window wedge

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 

Probe diameter 6.0 mm

Working length 2.0 m

Articulation Joysticked controlled 110° up/left/right:left

Outer shaft covering Tungsten braid

Direction of vision 0°

Battery Li Ion rechargeable (6 hours runtime)

Depth of field 5mm to infinity

Field of view 80°

Image capture Images & videos (8GB SD card)

Still images 400x400 pixels

Videos M JPG (AVI)

Screen size TFT 3.7” color with transflective covering
640x480 pixels

Weight 1 kg (2.3 lbs)

Illumination Internal LED adjustable

Working temperatures -20°C + 70°C - In liquid 10°C + 30°C

Opretating language English

Warranty 1 year

CONTRABAND SEARCH VIDEOSCOPE - SD 
Safe Inspection of gas tanks and reservoirs.

What we deliver 
1 SD Videoscope, rechargeable Li-Ion batteries, charger cradle 
with AC power supply, 8GB SD card and operators manual. 
Optional accessories including  videoscope stand, flexible 
protective guiding tube, and window wedge in a rugged case.

To order
Part No Description

FV-VID Videoscope SD KIT BIPOL Ø 6,0mm x 2.0m

FV-P90 90° prism for SD videoscope

611 000 432 Semi rigid guiding sheath 197.5 cm

FV-Stand Table stand for SD videoscope

P1-WIN-W Window Wedge
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Our BIPOL PRO G+ videoscope is a compact fully 
portable system made of a high resolution CMOS 
camera mounted on an articulated probe with 
4-way articulation. 

Probes can easily be exchanged in a matter of 
seconds.

Our videoscope offers high resolution, strong 
illumination and excellent image quality...

Quickly change probe 

in just 5 seconds

HIGH QUALITY IMAGES

Record still images (JPEG up to 32 000) or 

video (AVI up to 500 hours) in high resolution.

The 800x480 px TFT Monitor offers a contrast 

of 500:1 and excellent color reproduction.

5”

 2 working diameters
 Adjustable lighting 
 Easy probe change  3x digital zoom

 IP 67 resistant
 Lightweight

Features & 
benefits

5SEC

You can easily replace probes in a 

matter of seconds. Thus resulting 

in multiple inspection possibilities 

and reduced maintenance costs.
1 2 3

BIPOL PRO G+

Articulating videoscope

Large 5.0” 
Color screen

1 handed 
joystick control

Removable Li 
Ion battery

Videoscope 
stand
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AVIATION

SECURITY FORCES

POWER GENERATION

INDUSTRY

Our BIPOL ProG+ videoscope 
represents the ideal solution 
for the inspection of helicopter 
or airplane turbines, blades, 
airframes or avionics.

Inspect containers, cars, 
boats for hidden merchandise, 
drugs or weapons. Ready in 
seconds, get a clear view of 
what is behind the door...

Our BIPOL ProG+ provides 
clear image in checking pipes 
in the pharmaceutical or food 
industry. It is best suited for 
industrial maintenance and 
process.

Inspect windmill gearboxes, 
heat exchangers, pipes, valves 
in power plants, dams. Reduce 
dowtimes and heavy dismounting 
in routine inspections.

Some Applications...

Technical data...

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Screen Resolution 800x480 px

Screen Size 5.0’’ (127mm)

Camera diameter 4.5 & 6.4mm

Working length 2 and 3 meters 

Articulation 360° 4-way 170° with blocking lever 

Camera resolution 400,000 for 4.5mm
440,000 for 6.4mm

Field of view 90°

Focussing range 10-80mm for 4.5mm
15mm to infinity for 6.4mm

Sheathing Tungsten braid 4 layers 

Interface 3X digital zoom

Power supply universal charger 110-220 Va with UK, US, 
EU adaptors. 

Battery runtime up to 5 hours*
* 4 charging hours 

Connections Video out, mini USB, AV port 

Image & Video recording SD card 32 GB

Still Images JPEG (30 000 max)

Videos ASF format (500 hours) - 30 fps

Working temperatures -10°C to + 50°C

Light source High intensive LEDs 

Language 14 languages 

Warranty Limited 2 years

What we deliver
1 PRO G+ videoscope - 1 universal power supply - 1 cleaning 

kit - 1 USB cable - 1 video out cable - 1 SD card 32GB - 1 SD 

card Reader - 1 user manual - 1 neck harness - 1 carrying case.

Videoscope 
stand

To order
Part No Description

PROG+-4-2 PRO G+ videoscope Ø 4.5mm x 2m

PROG+-4-3 PRO G+ videoscope Ø 4.5mm x 3m

PROG+-6-2 PRO G+ videoscope Ø 6.4mm x 2m

PROG+-6-3 PRO G+ videoscope Ø 6.4mm x 3m

PROG+-BAT Spare battery for PRO G + videoscope

PROG+-4-2-P PRO G+ probe Ø 4.5mm x 2m

PROG+-4-3-P PRO G+ probe Ø 4.5mm x 3m

PROG+-6-2-P PRO G+ probe Ø 6.4mm x 2m

PROG+-6-3-P PRO G+ probe Ø 6.4mm x 3m
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Our BIPOL PRO HD videoscope is a compact 

fully portable system made of a high resolution 

CMOS camera mounted on an articulated 

probe with 4-way articulation. 

It includes the latest technologies in video 

endoscopy such as heat sensor, hdmi 

connection, digital zoom, high brightness 

screen.

ULTRA HIGH DEFINITION 
Take pictures or make videos in 1080P 450.000 

or 1.000.000 pixels!

HIGH QUALITY IMAGES

Record still images (JPEG up to 32 000) or 

video (AVI up to 500 hours) in high resolution.

The 640x480 px TFT Monitor offers a contrast 

of 500:1 and excellent color reproduction.

3.5”

5.7”

 2 working diameters
 Adjustable lighting 
 Easy monitor change  3x digital zoom

 IP 67 resistant
 Text annotation

Features & 
benefits

BIPOL PRO HD
Articulating videoscope

3.5” or 5.7” 
Color screen

1 hand joysticked 
controlled 
articulation

Li-Ion removable 
battery Videoscope 

stand 

Temperature 
alarm

HDMI cable 
connection

A Heat sensor warns you 

in case temperature gets 

too high in target area*

An HDMI cable allows to 

connect directly to a LCD 

screen to see videos

Choose between 3.5” & 

5.7” screen. And swap 

them in seconds.

A fWIFI function is available 
in option to connect to  
tablets or smartphones. 

* Available 
October 2018
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Technical data...

What we deliver
1 PRO HD videoscope - 1 universal power supply - 1 cleaning 

kit - 1 USB cable - 1 HDMI cable - 1 SD card 32GB - 1 SD card 

Reader - 1 user manual  - 1 carrying case.

Technical data
Probe diameter 3.8 / 6.0 mm

Working length 1.5-2-3-4-6-7m

Articulation 4-way 170°

Sheathing Tungsten braid 5 layers

Tip length 15mm

Sensor 450.000 - 1.000.000 pixels

Direction of vision 0° or 0°&90°

Field of view 120°

Focussing range 10mm - 100mm

Screen 3.5 or 5.7”

Bendind radius 90 mm

Recording Still images JPEG and videos MOV

Battery L.7V detachable (4-6 hours runtime)

Technical data
Data Port HDMI, Micro USB

Memory Micro SD 32 GB

Image recording 640x480 / 1280x720 JPEG

Video recording 640x480 / 1280x720 MOV

Wifi Available in option

Protection Rate IP67 (water jet fuel, oils)*

Weight 0.55 kg with battery (without probe)

Case dimensions 60x40x15 cm

Storage temperature -23°C to 63°C

Working temperatures -25°C + 80°C

Warranty 1 year

Dual view probe available in lengths up to 7 meters with 4-way 
articulation. Optional 1.000.000 mega pixels resolution

BIPOL PRO HD
Articulating videoscope

To order
Part No Description

SCREEN 3.5”

PM35-615 VIDEOSCOPE PRO HD-3,5" Ø 6.0mm x 1.5m - 0°

PM35-620 VIDEOSCOPE PRO HD-3,5" Ø 6.0mm x 2.0m - 0°

PM35-630 VIDEOSCOPE PRO HD-3,5" Ø 6.0mm x 3.0m - 0°

PM35-640 VIDEOSCOPE PRO HD-3,5" Ø 6.0mm x 4.0m - 0°

PM35-650 VIDEOSCOPE PRO HD-3,5" Ø 6.0mm x 5.0m - 0°

PM35-3815 VIDEOSCOPE PRO HD-3,5" Ø 3.8mm x 1.5m - 0°

PM35-3830 VIDEOSCOPE PRO HD-3,5" Ø 3.8mm x 3.0m - 0°

SCREEN 5,7"

PM57-615 VIDEOSCOPE PRO HD-5,7" Ø 6.0mm x 1.5m - 0°

PM57-620 VIDEOSCOPE PRO HD-5,7" Ø 6.0mm x 2.0m - 0°

PM57-630 VIDEOSCOPE PRO HD-5,7" Ø 6.0mm x 3.0m - 0°

PM57-640 VIDEOSCOPE PRO HD-5,7" Ø 6.0mm x 4.0m - 0°

PM57-660 VIDEOSCOPE PRO HD-5,7" Ø 6.0mm x 6.0m - 0°

To order
Part No Description

SCREEN 5,7" - DOUBLE OBJECTIVES 0° & 90°

PM57D-615 VIDEOSCOPE PRO HD-5,7" Ø 6.0mm x 1.5m - 0°&90°

PM57D-620 VIDEOSCOPE PRO HD-5,7" Ø 6.0mm x 2.0m - 0°&90° 

PM57D-630 VIDEOSCOPE PRO HD-5,7" Ø 6.0mm x 3.0m - 0°&90° 

PM57D-640 VIDEOSCOPE PRO HD-5,7" Ø 6.0mm x 4.0m - 0°&90° 

PM57D-660 VIDEOSCOPE PRO HD-5,7" Ø 6.0mm x 6.0m - 0°&90° 

PM57D-670 VIDEOSCOPE PRO HD-5,7" Ø 6.0mm x 7.0m - 0°&90° 

ACCESSORIES

PHDS-35 3,5" Screen for PRO HD videoscope

PHDS-57 5,7" Screen for PRO HD videoscope

PHD-STAND Table stand for PRO HD videoscope

PHD-BAT Spare Li battery for PRO HD
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VIDEOSCOPE BIPOL  P1  

Text annotation with 

virtual keyboard for easy 

file management

Optional wifi handle for 

handfree use of probes 

up to 30 meters

Work comfortably outside 

under the sunlight with 

the removable sunshield

HIGH QUALITY IMAGE RECORDING

Record still images (JPEG up to 32 000) or 

videos (AVI up to 500 hours) in high resolution 

on the 32 GB SD card provided. Transfer them 

easily to a computer for further analysis...

7.0”

 Water & Dust proof
 Left & righthanded use
 Rubber protection  4x Digital zoom

 Interchangeable probes
 Reduced repair costs

Features & 
benefits

12V car charger & 

Universal charging kit for 

worldwide use

360° Image 
rotationEasy photo and 

video recording

1 hand 
Control panel 

Large 7.0” 
Color screenP

The BIPOL Videoscope P1 is 

a high resolution lightweight 

and rugged portable video 

endoscope.

Its interchangeable video probes  

system in various diameters and 

lengths make of it a versatile remote 

visual inspection instrument for many 

sectors & industries.

2 meter drop 
proof construction

Digital Zoom 
4x
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Videoscopes P1 & Rugged | compatible video probes...

AUTOMOTIVE

SECURITY FORCES

POWER GENERATION

INDUSTRY

Our P1 videoscope allows 

inspection of gearboxes, valves, 

runnig gears, combustion 

chambers. Detection of rust.
Contraband search in cars, trucks, 
boats. Night vision inspection of 
rooms, containers. Detection of 
drugs, merchandise or concealed 
weapons in ceilings, floors, 
hidden spaces.

Our P1 videoscope is ideal for 
inspection of weldings, technical 
tubes, machines, engines, 
pipes. Industrial & offshore 
maintenance.

Inspect windmill gearboxes, 
heat exchangers, pipes, valves 
in power plants, dams. Reduce 
dowtimes and heavy dismounting 
in routine inspections.

Some Applications...

Technical data...
GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 
Screen Resolution 800x480 px

Screen Size 7.0’’ (178mm)

Construction IP67 rated, water, dust & drop proof 2 meters

Wireless function 2.4 GhZ - 30 meters

Interface 4X digital zoom, image rotation 360°, text 
annotation

Battery runtime up to 5 hours*
* Depends on light intensity

Connections Video out, mini USB, SD slot

Image & Video recording Micro SD card 32 GB

Still Images JPEG (30 000 max)

Videos ASF format (500 hours) - 30 fps

Dimensions P1 230x160x60 mm

Weight P1 1.3 kg (2.2 Lbs)

Dimensions & Weight
(carrying case) P1-A 600x460x220 mm - 7.0 kg

Warranty Limited 2 years

What we deliver (P1-A set)
1 P1 videoscope - EU power supply - 12V charger - 
Cleaning kit - USB Cable - Video out cable - 1m curled 
extension cable - SD Card 32GB - SD Card Reader - User 
manual - Neck harness - P1 carrying case.

Compatible Probes

Flexible probes
Ø 3.9 to 28mm
Up to 30 meter long
Short and long focussing

Specialty probes
Expandable Pole
High voltage probe
3 bars Waterproof probes

Articulating probes 
Ø 2.8mm to 9 mm

2-way & 4-way 360°
IR or white LED 

illumination
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BIPOL’s flexible endoscope CBF-4 consists of a flexible probe 
PVC covered,  water and oil resistant, diameter 4mm, a 
working length of 920mm and an integrated Xenon battery 
handle.

The optical fiber bundle is made of 7.400 pixels which offers 
a very good resolution for this price range. Focussing can be 
manually adjusted from 10mm to infinity. 

Power is provided by 2 AA batteries. In option, it accepts a 
set of 3 mirrors (70°, 90° & 120°) in order to provide different 
directions of vision.

To order
Part No Description

BIPOL CBF-4 BIPOL CBF-4 flexible endoscope
Ø 4x920mm in carrying case

CBF-4M Mirrors 70°-90° & 120° for CBF-4
CBF4-XB Spare xenon bulb for CBF-4

What we deliver
The BIPOL CBF-4 flexible endoscope is delivered in an 
aluminium carrying case with protection cover, 2 AA batteries 
and 1 spare Xenon bulb.

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 

Diameter 4 mm

Working length 920 mm

Field of view 60°

Focussing range 10 mm to infinity

Lighting Handle with Xenon bulb

Sheathing PVC semi flexible

Bending radius 30 mm

Protection rate IP57 - water - oil

Resolution 7 400 pixels - 12 µ

Working temperatures -20°C to +70°C

Weight 0.30 kgs

Case dimensions 420x310x70 mm (1.69 Kgs)

Warranty 1 year

FLEXIBLE ENDOSCOPE CBF-4

Product advantages: Simple to use Mirror set in option

Small diameter for dashboard Adjustable focussing
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Mirror set in option

Adjustable focussing
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7 pieces inspection mirror SET

IM-SET7

BIPOL’s inspection mirror kit IM-SET7 is a 
versatile set consisting of 7 interchangeable 
mirros (flat & convex) with protective rubber 
edging, a collapsing arm in a hard plastic carrying 
case. A LED illumination light will help improving 
visibility in low light conditions. 
Arm can be extended from 380 to 1500mm 
to inspect hard-to-reach areas in cars, ceilings, 
containers, floors, small and large cargos...

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 

Mirror dimensions

- Ø 38mm (1.5in), glass, flat,16g

- Ø 38mm (1.5in), glass, convex,16g

- Ø 64mm (2.5in), glass, flat, 32g

- Ø 64mm (2.5in), glass, convex, 32g

- 64x114mm (2.5×4.5in), glass, flat, 68g

- Ø 140mm (5.5in), glass, convex, 127g

- Ø 140mm (5.5in), acrylic, plano, 134g

Folded / Extended length 390mm (15.3in) - 1500mm (59in)

Construction Aluminium / Acrylic

Illumination LED flashlight - 2 AAA batteries (7 hours runtime)

Weight 610 gr (1.3lb) with light LED pod & batteries

INFO: The IM-SET7 mirror set is delivered in a hard 
plastic carrying case with a LED light and 2 AAA 
batteries.

LED Light

Product advantages:  

7 interchangeable mirrors

Expandable from 38 to 150 cm

LED illumination

To order
Part No Description

IM-SET7 7 pieces mirror set with LED light in carrying case
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BIPOL’s under vehicle security mirror IM-MT 
is a large square 30x30cm inspection convex 
mirror mounted on stable wheels with strong 
fluorescent illumination. The extension foldable 
120 cm rod has an anti slip grip. 4 wheels 
allow stable and all directions easy manoeuvre. 
Minimum inspection height is 10 cm.

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 

Mirror dimensions 30*30cm Square high-intensity shatterproof acrylic convex 
mirror

Folded / Extended length 90cm-120cm

Construction Aluminium shaft with anti slid grip

Illumination Strong LED fluorescent light

Battery Built in Lithium battery - runtime 3-4 hours
Charging time 1-2 hours

Weight 1.5 kg

Dimensions of case 56x37x15 cm

Warranty 1 year

INFO: The IM-MT under vehicle inspection trolley is 
delivered with a charger in a nylon carrying bag with 
foam.

Fluorescent lamp

Under vehicle security mirror
with fluorescent light IM-MT

LED illumination Product advantages: 

Fluorescent lamp

Easy to deploy

Acrylic convex mirror

To order
Part No Description

IM-MT Under vehicle security mirror with fluorescent light

IM-MT-C Waterproof case for under vehicle mirror

* a waterproof case available in option
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INFO: The IM-MPC mirror is delivered with its carrying pouch, 
a pen type LED flashlight and 2 AAA batteries.

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 

Mirror dimensions 14x8 cm - flat

Expandable 10-45 cm

Construction Aluminium / Acrylic

Illumination LED flashlight - 2 AAA batteries

Weight 0.21 kg

BIPOL’s inspection mirror IM-MPC is a small 
foldable inspection mirror with LED illumination 
that can be used to inspect hard-to-reach and 
dark areas such as cars, false ceilings, walls, 
dashboards, boots.... 

It is delivered with a carrying pouch and a 
small LED flashlight.

Pocket inspection mirror
IM-MPC

Product advantages:

To order
Part No Description

IM-MPC Pocket inspection mirror
BIPOL IM-MPC with carrying pouch.

Pocket foldable mirror

Includes a LED mini light source

Supplied with protective pouch
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The BIPOL IP-HD1 Heavy Duty Inspection Probe Kit is 
designed for inspection of large pieces of cargo. Each probe 
tip has holes and serrated edges used to collect samples of 
the cargo. This lets the user inspect cargo without having 
to empty all of its contents, saving lots of time. The probe 
also has extensions that enable it to reach a length of 
almost 5 feet (1.5 meters) for deeper inspection of the 
cargo.
The BP-IP-HD1 Inspection Probe Kit allows penetrating 
suspected contraband containers, removing a quantity of 
embedded material for analysis. The probes have grooves 
and holes at the top to capture and hold material.

The Kit Includes:
- 3/16 x 15” (Ø 5.0 x 380 mm) SLIMLINE stainless steel 
probe
- 3/8 x 15” (Ø 9.5 x 380 mm) Heavy-duty stainless steel 
extension with sample retrieving tip
- 3/8 x 15” (Ø 9.5 x 380 mm) Threaded stainless steel 
extension with integral handle
- 3/8 x 15” (Ø 9.5 x 380 mm) Threaded stainless steel 
extension section
Expandable from 29” to 57” (73cm to 144cm)
- Military nylon sheath

INFO: Our IP-HD-1 kit is delivered in a military carrying seath to 
keep all probe parts together.

Heavy duty inspection probe kit BIPOL 
IP-HD1

Product advantages: 

To order
Part No Description

IP-HD-1 BIPOL Heavy duty inspection probe kit in nylon sheath

Reach out up to 1.5 m

Serrated edges for sample collection

Military nylon sheath
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The IP-PTK1 Personal Tool Kit was designed with direct 

input from US Customs and Border Protection advisors. This 

handy kit gives narcotics interdiction officers everything 

they need to inspect probe, open packages and other 

suspicious cargo without having to search for the right tool. 

The tools in the IP-PTK1 permit hand inspection of small 

spaces involving physical probing and common small object 

disassembly for inspection and/or safety purposes. Once 

the Buster contraband detector indicates the presence of 

contraband, the narcotics interdiction officer can use the IP-

PTK1 to locate and remove the contraband.

The IP-PTK1  consists of:

1 each 3/8” x 8” Stainless Steel Custom Inspection Probe 

with ”T”-Handle and an 8” Extension. The probe has a 

perforated and grooved tip designed for sample retention 

and extraction.

1 each 3/16” x 8” Stainless Steel Custom Inspection Probe 

with sample tip as above.

1 each Multi-purpose Handheld Utility Tool set including 

assorted drivers for screws and bolts, files, saw, small 

scissors, pliers, and knives.

1 each Flashlight 7” LED MagLite Flashlight

1 each Case Belt Mounted, Military-nylon, Custom Carrying 

Case with secure retention flap.

INFO: Our IP-PTK1 kit is delivered in a military carrying seath 
to keep all parts together.

Personnal tool kit with probes BIPOL 
IP-PTK1

Product advantages: 

To order
Part No Description

IP-PTK1 Personal tool kit with inspection probe & flashlight

Sample collection probe

Military nylon pouch

All tools available at hand
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K9 contraband detector
Density meter

Product advantages: 

The K9 density meter and contraband detector is designed 
to allow an inspector to determine whether a suspect vehicle 
tests positive for contraband in less than 5 minutes and allow 
them to scan the average room in less than 10 minutes.
Unlike millimeter wave, radio wave, ultra-violet or microwave 
technologies the K9 density meter and contraband detector 
can identify concealed items through material, wood, metal, 
or reinforced plastics without causing damages to the items 
being inspected. 
The K9 was developed with direct input from actual US Customs 
and Border Protection officials and is known for its durability, 
reliability and dependability. Currently, the contraband 
detection equipment is used by the US State Department, the 
Department of Homeland Security, federal, state and local law 
enforcement along with the US Customs and Border Protection 
as well as international law enforcement officials.

The K9 Density Meter uses a low intensity gamma radiation 
emitter and scintillation detector to quickly scan vehicles or 
residences for hidden contraband. 

The K9 density meter and contraband detector has the ability 
to use both visual and audible readouts to alert users to 
the presence of contraband. The K9 can quickly zero in on 
the specific location of concealed drugs, weapons, cash or 
collectibles so they can be seized and kept off the streets. 
Trained interdiction officers using the K9 Density Meter have 
averaged confiscations of over $250,000 per year.

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA 

Depth of reading 6 inches (15.2 cm)

Source type Barium 133

Source size 7.50 microcuries (.28MBq)
Radiation detection 
feature Rad-Aware®

Scan rate 0.25 seconds/reading

Audible alert Yes
Multiple scanning 
modes 3 - Raw, Scan, Zero Scan

Calibration Required

Calibration time ~ 15 seconds

Calibration block Required & Included

Digital numerical display Yes
Pushbutton backlight 
display Yes

Pushbutton backlight 
display Yes

Battery 1 x 9V alkaline

Battery life 6 - 12 months
Internal Lead 
Components NONE

External Lead 
Components NONE

Dimensions 5.5 x 2.5 x 2.5” (140 x 64 x 64 mm)

Weight 2.0 lbs (0.9kg)
Warranty 2 years

Car trunk Inspection 

with K9 BUSTER

To order
Part No Description

K9 Contraband detection kit K9 with calibrating block

K9-P8 Extension pole 5”-8” (120cm - 200cm )

K9-P12 Extension pole 7-12” (175cm - 300cm)

Detection of hidden goods

No dismounting required
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Contraband and Explosive Detection Equipment

Currency Seized Using Contraband Detection Equipment

Currency Located With K9 Contraband Detector

Contraband Detection Kit Helps Locate Hidden Contraband
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QUALITY

All our products are particularly well checked 
before shipping. We pride ourselves in delivering 
our products in the best possible way to our 
customers. Packaging, personalized carrying 
cases are important to us.

AFTER SALES 

Our products are warranted for a period of 1 to 2 
years. In case of problem, our in house repair service 
can offer you a quick answer and price estimate. 
Simply contact us to receive a RMA, return us the 

damaged product and we will take care of everyting.

For further details, check out our web site:  www.bipol.fr

Thanks to our expertise, we are able to advise you and offer you solutions adapted to your needs. 

INTERNATIONAL PARTERNSHIP & RESELLER NETWORK
 

We have developed a network of resellers throughout Europe 
and Middle East, far East or India to guarantee best local 
service to our customers. Our company has official exclusive 
dealers in UK & Ireland, Greece, Portugal, Norway, Hungary 
and Turkey. We work closely with them to provide our 
customers the best possible quality of service.

We have developed specific inspection solutions for our customers in the law enforcement 
and security forces sectors. In collaboration with the end user and our network of resellers, 
we adapt and work to always offer the best and most adapted remote visual inspection 
solution. 

Our R&D department can develop a new product to answer a specific need. Our goal is to 
deliver our clients cost efficient projects.

At your service since 1971 | Quality, Service, Expertise
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www.bipol.fr

info@bipol.fr


